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Abstract. Fast \( V_{CME} \geq 900 \text{ km/s} \) CMEs are usually associated with coronal shocks which are manifested by radio type II bursts which are broadcast in the kilometric wavelength range. This association is expected when \( V_{CME} \) exceeds the characteristic Alfven speed in the corona which ranges over \( \sim 500-1500 \text{ km/s} \). However, some fast CMEs do not produce type II bursts and some type II bursts are associated with relatively slow \( V_{CME} < 700 \text{ km/s} \) CMEs. These results have been attributed to variations of the coronal \( V_A \) or to shocks unable to accelerate sufficient electrons to produce observable type II bursts. Recent heuristic arguments and modeling have made clear that the response of a magnetized plasma to the propagation of a CME depends on the CME geometry as well as its speed. A clear distinction is made between a projectile that propagates through the medium and can produce only a bow shock, and a 3-D piston that everywhere accretes material ahead of itself and may always produce a shock, given sufficient time and distance. The distinction between narrow projectile and broad piston CMEs offers an explanation for the observational result that essentially only CMEs with widths exceeding \( 60^\circ \) are associated with either type II bursts or gradual solar energetic particle (SEP) events at 1 AU.
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I. Introduction

The correlation of fast CME speeds with \( E > 10 \text{ MeV} \) SEP event peak intensities (Figure 1) has long been known [21]. The basic paradigm is that CMEs with \( V_{CME} > V_A \), the plasma Alfven speed, drive shocks that accelerate seed particles to the high energies observed in space. Models of \( V_A \) versus coronal height generally place peak values at 3-10 R\(_S\) and show \( V_A < 500 \text{ km/s} \) above 10 R\(_S\) [3]. Besides the CME speed requirement there is also an empirically observed requirement for a CME width \( W_{CME} \geq 60^\circ \) to produce gradual SEP events [13], [8]. Figure 2 shows that only the widest limb CMEs are associated with SEP events. While the intrinsic widths of the halo \( (W_{CME} = 360^\circ) \) CMEs are not known and only lower limits to \( V_{CME} \) determined, it has been shown that halo CMEs must form a CME class both wider and faster than non-halo CMEs [16].

A similar minimum width requirement has been found [7], [8] for the production of interplanetary type II radio bursts in the decametric-hectometric (DH) range. The question now is why this requirement exists. One factor is the observed good correlation of \( \sim 0.5-0.7 \) between \( V_{CME} \) and \( W_{CME} \) (Figure 2) [7], [6], although this does not explain the effective minimum requirement for \( W_{CME} \). Here we discuss two fundamentally different ways shocks are produced by CME disturbances moving through plasmas that may explain better this \( W_{CME} \) dependence.

II. Two Kinds of CME-Driven Shocks

The shocks driven by interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs) moving through the solar wind have generally been modeled as bow shocks similar to, but weaker than, the Earth’s bow shock [22], [23]. However, it has recently been appreciated that CME-driven shocks can be described by two fundamentally different processes [26], [31]. The first is the familiar bow shock, formed as solar wind flows around a relatively narrow projectile, and the second is an expansion shock, formed ahead of a piston driver expanding outward through the solar wind and accreting solar wind material ahead of itself. One difference is that the calculated shock standoff distance is smaller for the expansion shock than for the bow shock when normalized to the radius of the ICME [26]. Figure 3 compares the two shock standoff distances for a ratio of specific heats of \( \gamma = 5/3 \). Since the projectile ICME is assumed to have a fixed size, the standoff distance in a uniform medium is also fixed, but the shock standoff distance continually grows as the size of the...
Fig. 2: Scatter plot showing the correlation between $V_{CME}$ and $W_{CME}$ for limb CMEs with solar source regions from W60$^\circ$ to the west limb. The CMEs with associated GOES SEP events are circled and the halo CMEs lie at W = 360$^\circ$. From [6].

Fig. 3: Shock standoff distances normalized to the radius of the body as a function of Mach number. The curve labeled “Propagation Sheath” [22] is normalized to the radius of curvature at the nose. From [26].

expansion ICME increases by accreting solar wind. Note that in contrast to the Earth’s bow shock, coronal and interplanetary shocks are characterized by the low Mach numbers [22] of the left side of Figure 3.

The ICME expansion shock was produced in a one-dimensional gasdynamic calculation [10] to model the high-latitude expansion ICMEs [9] discovered with the Ulysses spacecraft. Those ICMEs, described as “over-expanding” [9], were accompanied by forward-reverse shock pairs (Figure 4). Recent [34] more detailed calculations of ICME expansion shocks show that shock formation times and standoff distances are nearly independent of the plasma $\beta$, but are shorter for 1) higher CME speeds, 2) higher CME accelerations, and 3) larger Alfven Mach numbers and longer for 1) longer acceleration phase durations and 2) higher ambient $V_A$.

An important distinction between the two kinds of shocks is that $V_{CME} > V_A$ is required for the bow shock but not for the expansion shock. The latter can form even when $V_{CME}$ is “subsonic” [34], [31]. However, those shocks can form only if the wave dissipation is sufficiently small [34], so we generally expect that most subsonic wide CMEs will not drive shocks. After launch the dynamics of the two ICME cases are also very different. The piston ICME can be described with the “snowplow” model [17], [27], and the projectile ICME by various drag models [30], [1], [32], although the magnetic reconnection of the projectile ICME fields with the ambient magnetic fields must be considered carefully [25] and stream structures can significantly distort the shape of the ICME magnetic flux rope [4]. CME or ICME-driven shocks are often combinations of the two kinds of shocks.

III. EXPECTED CONSEQUENCES OF CME-DRIVEN SHOCKS

The distinction between the two kinds of CME-driven shocks has important consequences for the general association of gradual SEP events and fast CMEs. It suggests an explanation for the asymmetry of the SEP event associations of Figure 2, defined by an absence of SEP events for fast narrow CMEs and perhaps an enhancement of SEP events for slow broad CMEs.

A. Narrow fast projectile CMEs

We discussed the empirical $\sim$60$^\circ$ width requirement for both DH type II and SEP events in the introduction. In a recent study [18] of west limb CMEs with $V_{CME} >$ 900 km/s three radio-silent (lacking metric type II emission but not because of limb occultation) CMEs were
between parallel and perpendicular shocks of shocks can accelerate SEPs and ignoring distinctions more general result. Further assuming that both kinds pure piston shocks, with hybrid shock structures the nearly pure bow shocks and the broadest CMEs nearly CME widths, then the narrowest CMEs would produce wide (may sometimes be overstated. An impressively fast and observed at 1 AU. The reported widths of some CMEs emission or SEP intensities too faint or weak to be spatial acceleration region may produce either type II acceleration occurs at the bow shocks, the narrower piston-driven shocks of wide CMEs. If shock interpretation would be that the narrow CMEs act as angular regions or less efficient than often thought. Our driven by narrow CMEs is either confined to small angular widths of the radio-silent CMEs, leading to the conclusion [18] that the SEP acceleration at shocks driven by narrow CMEs is either confined to small angular regions or less efficient than often thought. Our interpretation would be that the narrow CMEs act as projectiles to produce the narrower bow shocks rather the broader piston-driven shocks of wide CMEs. If shock acceleration occurs at the bow shocks, the narrower spatial acceleration region may produce either type II emission or SEP intensities too faint or weak to be observed at 1 AU. The reported widths of some CMEs may sometimes be overstated. An impressively fast and wide \((V_{\text{CME}} = 2198 \text{ km/s}, W_{\text{CME}} = 152^\circ)\) CME on 7 April 2001 with no associated metric or DH type II burst had a bright core width of no more than \(~180^\circ\) [8]. The reported 152° width included possibly unrelated faint high-latitude spikey structures; the CME location behind the west limb may also have hindered observation of any type II burst.

If we suppose that there is a broad spectrum of fast CME widths, then the narrowest CMEs would produce nearly pure bow shocks and the broadest CMEs nearly pure piston shocks, with hybrid shock structures the more general result. Further assuming that both kinds of shocks can accelerate SEPs and ignoring distinctions between parallel and perpendicular shocks [28], [29], we can also ask about shock spectra from these shocks. The smaller size scales of the bow shocks may well lead to an absence of high-energy SEPs [33] compared with the spectra from the broader piston-driven shocks. This variation of effective cut-off energies with CME width is an effect that one can pursue observationally.

B. Broad piston CMEs

The fact that relatively slow piston CMEs can drive expansion shocks suggests that CMEs arising from eruptions of large filaments lying outside solar active regions (ARs) may be sources of SEP events. Energetic \((E > 50 \text{ MeV})\) SEP events are nearly always associated with CMEs from flaring ARs, but at least three cases are known of energetic SEP events from eruptions of non-AR filaments. These unusual SEP events occurred in December 1971 [11], December 1981 [12], and April 1994 [14] (Figure 5). At lower \((<5 \text{ MeV})\) energies more such cases have been documented [24]. Slow piston CMEs near solar central meridian may be observed as halo CMEs associated with SEP events despite low \(V_{\text{CME}}\). This may be the explanation of a pair of slow \((V_{\text{CME}} < 500 \text{ km/s})\) halo CMEs associated with a SEP event on 30 October 2004 [20].

A piston CME may result from a driver with an extensive longitudinal range. This suggests that large eruptions from the solar back side may well drive shocks that extend over the solar limbs to produce SEP events at Earth. An \(E > 400 \text{ MeV}\) SEP event observed on 16 August 2001 has been attributed to a halo CME originating at \(~W180^\circ\) [2]. Earlier prompt high energy SEP events from solar regions beyond \(~W120^\circ\) have also been reported [2].

Another manifestation of large longitudinal extents of piston CMEs may be their enhanced CME brightness. This was one interpretation of the result that among fast west-hemisphere CMEs the SEP-rich are bright but SEP-poor are faint [15]. CME masses increase statistically more than linearly with \(W_{\text{CME}}\), as the log-log plot of Figure 6 shows for CMEs with \(W_{\text{CME}} < 120^\circ\) [5]. However, the average mass for well measured limb CMEs with associated metric and DH type II emission was \(\sim 9.8 \times 10^{15}\)g (arrow), more than the extrapolated value from the plot and more than an order of magnitude higher than that of the average CME. This in turn leads to an average kinetic energy of \(1.8 \times 10^{32}\) erg for those limb CMEs, more than two orders of magnitude higher than that of the average CME [5]. CME kinetic energies may prove to be an important organizing parameter in the association of type II bursts and SEP events with CMEs. A sample of large gradual SEP events has shown [19] that the ratio of SEP event energy to CME kinetic energy can average \(~10\%\).

IV. SUMMARY

The association of gradual SEP events with fast CMEs is well established. The paradigm is that CMEs drive fast-mode shocks at which SEPs are accelerated. It has
not, however, been obvious why there are few if any gradual SEP events associated with narrow ($W_{CME} < 60^\circ$) and fast CMEs. We suggest that the fundamental difference between the two extreme cases of projectile-driven bows from the narrow CMEs and piston-driven shocks from the broad CMEs may account for this difference. SEP production in the CME bow shocks may be confined to relatively small spatial regions and/or only to lower energies. Complex CME fronts may produce shock structures involving both kinds of shocks that would undermine any simple relationship between CME width and peak SEP intensity. Several observational consequences for gradual SEP events may be accounted for within the context of our explanation.
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